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EVS and the Battle Against Infection is an interactive story where you get to decide how the story unfolds.

Each panel in this graphic novel is numbered. Read the panels in order.

In some panels you will have to make a choice about what happens next. To make a choice, skip to the panel number next to your choice. Note that some panels may only have one choice.

Learn how to navigate...

Learn more about EVS workers...

When you’ve reached your chosen panel, continue reading in order.
Hi! Welcome to Memorial Hospital. I'm Sofia, a senior environmental services (or EVS) worker, and this is where I work.

Would you like a tour of the hospital, or would you like to learn more about what EVS workers do?

Tour the hospital...

Learn more about EVS workers...

Great, I'd be happy to show you around.

I've worked at many different hospitals — as my husband is in the Army — but I've been here the longest.
As you can see, we’re a busy hospital. We also have an ED, maternity ward, operating rooms, and lots of patient rooms that need to be cleaned every day.

Some of our patients are here for days or weeks at a time, but we have many more who come for outpatient surgeries.

Because so many people visit our hospital, there’s a higher chance of infections spreading, and that’s why my team is so important!

I have to stop by this room often to make sure I have all the correct cleaning and disinfecting supplies.
Great, I've been an EVS worker for many years and would love to tell you about it.

Do you know who the most important workers are in a hospital?

You would think the answer would be just doctors and nurses, but the answer is everyone. All healthcare workers, including EVS workers, work together to help create a safe environment that promotes patient healing and recovery.

Our job is infection prevention and control – or IPC.

Our EVS team is the first line of defense against germs in the hospital, especially those that are resistant to antibiotics.
ISN’T THAT RIGHT RYAN?

YEP, WITHOUT US, EVERYONE IN THE HOSPITAL WOULD BE AT RISK OF GETTING AN INFECTION.

POOR ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANING AND DISINFECTION PRACTICES CAN LEAD TO GERMS SPREADING AND CAUSING HEALTHCARE-ASSOCIATED INFECTIONS, OR HAI’s.

TAKE A LOOK AT THIS PATIENT ROOM. CAN YOU SEE WHAT NEEDS TO BE CLEANED?
The visible things to clean are: the trashcan, the dirty ceiling, the counter, the floor by the chair, and the spilled drink.

However, what you see is only part of the problem. Take a look at the places where you may not see germs.

By only cleaning what you see, a contaminated surface might be overlooked—leaving a high risk of germs being transferred to someone else. Infection prevention is more than memorizing what to clean. I think about why I need to clean and scan the surrounding environment for infection risks. This helps me recognize potential problems and intervene to protect patients and my coworkers.
There are times when our job is a challenge, but what we do makes a difference for everyone. That’s why we enjoy our job.

Sofia, the patient in room 507 has been discharged and a new patient is on the way. Can you have the room ready in half an hour please?

I’ve got to run, but I’ll catch up with you later. Why don’t you follow Ryan for a little while? He knows a lot about the right supplies to use when cleaning potential risks.
This is Bill’s room. He told me he has the flu. We need to make sure that the germs don’t spread.

Hmm... is something missing here?

Yes, there is no droplet precautions sign...

No, everything looks good...

Yes, that’s right, there should be a droplet precautions sign outside Bill’s door to warn about germs that are spread by tiny respiratory droplets when he coughs, sneezes, or talks. A clinical team member usually puts these signs up. Let me ask one of them about it.

Oh! Good catch Ryan. Yeah, I’ll take care of it.

Angela, Bill told me that he has the flu. Shouldn’t there be a droplet precautions sign on his door?
Hey Ryan, I saw the game last night. That last homerun was amazing!

Yeah, it was!

Wait, this is Bill's room, right?

Yep.

He's got flu, but there's no droplet precautions sign on his door. I'll get one.

Because flu germs are spread through tiny respiratory droplets when Bill coughs, sneezes, or talks, I need to wear a mask that covers my nose and mouth when working in his room. Also, I always wash my hands or use hand sanitizer before entering a patient's room.

Pretty good! My daughter's here to see me.

Hi Bill, how are things going?
Sweetheart, this is Ryan. Ryan, this is my daughter April. She's currently studying for her Master's in Chemistry.

Wow, that's great. Nice to meet you April.

Nice to meet you too.

Well, don't let me interrupt. I'm just going to get things cleaned up while you two visit.

As I clean, it's important to work from higher points, like table tops, down towards the floor. Working high to low prevents recontamination of a cleaned area, reducing infection risks and saving time.
Bill, are you all done with your breakfast tray? I need to clean your table.

Yes, I'm all finished.

While cleaning high to low, I also move from the cleanest areas to the dirtiest, using solutions that are made specifically to both clean and disinfect the room. It's important to use the right solutions to kill germs that spread easily in hospitals. I wouldn't want Bill or April to catch any of them.

Once, I heard about an EVS worker who didn't use the right cleaning solution for their patients' rooms.
People touched contaminated surfaces and picked up germs that hadn’t been killed. The infection spread throughout the hospital, and a lot of people got sick.

Great, now that I’ve finished cleaning your bedside table, let me finish cleaning the rest of your room.
Your room is good to go Bill. Let us know if you need anything else cleaned before we stop by tomorrow.

THANKS, RYAN. I APPRECIATE IT.

THANKS! BYE, RYAN!

ANY TIME, AND APRIL, GOOD LUCK WITH CLASSES THIS SEMESTER.

It's great seeing Bill feeling better, but to make sure nothing gets passed to another person (or to me), I've thrown away my mask and gloves, and am also using sanitizer.
There are lots of things we can do to prevent and control infections, be efficient with our time, and keep our patients and everyone else safe.

I'm heading to my break. Why don't you join Sofia for a bit? I think she's in room 507.

Hi. Good to see you again. The patient in this room was discharged, and we have another one waiting to come in. Can you help me finish cleaning?

Oh hi Sofia. Looks like you're about done, right?
NOT QUITE. WE NEED ABOUT ANOTHER TEN MINUTES. IT MAY LOOK CLEAN, BUT THE COUNTERS, HIGH-TOUCH AREAS, AND FLOORS STILL NEED TO BE DISINFECTED.

OK, BUT CAN YOU HURRY? THEY REALLY NEED TO BRING THE PATIENT UP AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

I KNOW ANGELA NEEDS THIS ROOM, BUT I ALSO KNOW SHE CARES THAT IT IS PROPERLY DISINFECTED.

ON BUSY DAYS, THERE IS MORE PRESSURE TO CLEAN FASTER. HOWEVER, WE NEED TO KEEP EVERYONE SAFE, AND WE ALWAYS NEED TO THOROUGHLY CLEAN EACH ROOM.

OK, ANGELA, WE'RE DONE IN HERE.

NOT A PROBLEM. I'M HEADNG TO MY NEXT ROOM; I'LL SEE YOU LATER!

THANK YOU, SOFIA! SORRY IF I RUSHED YOU. I REALLY APPRECIATE HOW CAREFUL YOU ARE TO KEEP EVERYONE SAFE.
Hi, I'm Sofia. I'm here to clean your room.

Thanks. I don't want to interrupt, but let me know if you need anything.

Oh great. Come on in.

As I work, it's important for me to clean "high-touch" areas. Can you help identify the ones in this room?

The "high-touch" areas in this room include the door handle, light switch, bedrail, overbed table, telephone, and TV remote. If these things aren't cleaned regularly, the germs on them can easily be picked up and passed around by anyone who touches them.
Before I leave, I need to clean the bathroom. Thoroughly disinfecting this area is vital to preventing infection. The main areas to clean are the toilet, sink, shower, floor, and of course, the door handles, and light switch.

Hmm... it looks like the faucet is leaking.

Call and report it immediately...

Talia, there is a leaking faucet in room 517.

Thanks for letting me know—I'll notify maintenance right away.

Report it at the end of the shift...
It’s important to recognize and report infection risks. For example, this leaky faucet could cause water to stay in or around the sink and harbor germs that could be picked up and passed to other areas.

Let me call my supervisor.

Sofia? I almost forgot. I noticed that the faucet is leaking. Should I notify anyone?

Talia, there is a leaking faucet in room 517.

Thanks for letting me know— I’ll notify maintenance right away.
It's important to recognize and report infection risks. For example, this leaky faucet could cause water to stay in or around the sink and harbor germs that could be picked up and passed to other areas.

Everything's cleaned up in here. Not a problem. Have a great day.

Thanks Sofia.

Another room done. I removed my gloves and cleaned my hands before I left to make sure I didn't carry germs from this room to the next.

I hope you see how important it is to know the different ways that germs can spread. It can be very easy for an infection to be passed to other people if we are not paying attention.
Hi Ryan. Ready for our lunch with Talia?

Yep, I'm starving! I've been looking forward to this all morning.

Hi Sofia. Hi Ryan. Thanks for joining me for lunch today! Since it's EVS week, I had pizza delivered from that new place across the street.

Sweet! Thanks Talia.

Yes, thank you. It looks delicious.

I wanted to let you know how proud I am of you and our whole team. Infection prevention and control is vital to keeping patients safe and we play a major role in that. No matter how busy we are, it must always be our top priority.
What we do can mean the difference between someone picking up a germ and getting sick, or not picking up that germ and avoiding an infection.

Both of you are key players in our work to prevent and control infection. Thanks for joining me for lunch, and let me know if you have any suggestions.

Thanks, Talia! Being a part of this team means a lot to me.

Same here. I like being able to help people and keep them safe and healthy.

Thanks for joining us today to learn more about how we as EVS workers keep everyone safe.

Good luck, and we'll see you around!

Yes, you are a key player in the battle against infection!